Shallow crustal discontinuities inferred from waveforms of microearthquakes: Method and application to KTB Drill Site and West Bohemia Swarm Area
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Abstract The waveforms of microearthquakes are of high frequency and complicated. They contain many phases secondarily generated at crustal interfaces and at small-scale inhomogeneities. They are highly sensitive to focal mechanisms and thus very different for each station of local networks. However, with a large number of microearthquakes, the scattered waves present in the waveforms can serve for identifying the prominent crustal discontinuities and for determining their depth. In this paper, we develop a new approach for extracting information on crustal structure from such waveforms and apply it for determining depth and lateral variations of crustal discontinuities. We show that strong dependence of microseismic waveforms on radiation pattern requires good station coverage and knowledge of focal mechanisms of the microearthquakes. Analysis of real observations is supported by waveform modeling and by analysis of radiation patterns of scattered waves. The robustness of the inversion for depth of crustal interfaces is achieved by stacking of a large number of waveforms and by applying a grid search algorithm. The method is demonstrated on two microseismic data sets of different origin: microseismicity induced during the Continental Super-Deep Drilling Project (KTB) 2000 fluid injection experiment and natural seismicity in the West Bohemia swarm region. High-frequency conversions at the KTB site indicate a prominent interface at depths of 2.3–4.1 km consistent with previous interpretations. Geologically, it may represent the contact of granitoids with much faster metabasites underneath. Seismicity in West Bohemia indicates a strong-contrast interface at depths of 3.5–6.0 km. This interface is in agreement with previous profiling and might be related to trapping of fluid emanations ascending from the mantle.

1. Introduction

In seismology, the crustal structure is usually studied by active seismic experiments with reflection and refraction seismic profiling or passive seismic experiments targeted on receiver function interpretations [e.g., Langston, 1979; Ammon et al., 1990; Korenaga et al., 2000; Hrubcová and Sroda, 2015]. The velocity models from both types of seismic studies are often inconsistent because of differences in ray coverage, frequency bands of studied waves, spatial resolution, and/or the uncertainties in the Vp/Vs ratio [Hrubcová and Geissler, 2009]. To overcome such discrepancies and to improve the velocity model, local microseismic data can serve as additional information for extracting the structure. Local earthquakes generate high-frequency seismic waves which can be reflected and converted at deep and/or shallow crustal interfaces and scattered at small-scale inhomogeneities [Aki, 1969]. Analyzing data which have been recorded at densely deployed local stations with a good azimuthal coverage at a target area, we can retrieve a detailed velocity model with an unprecedented accuracy.

The microseismic crustal studies have several advantages. First, they typically handle large amount of data ideal for stacking [Mayne, 1962; Yilmaz, 2001]. Second, microseismic sources are usually located at depths below the shallowest structure; hence, the waveforms are not so influenced by multiple scattering as data from explosions buried at the Earth’s surface [Sato and Fehler, 1998]. Third, the data acquisition is not expensive. Fourth, a continuous monitoring of microseismicity provides a possibility to study temporal changes in velocity, associated, for example, with fluid flow or variations of tectonic stress [Rebai et al., 1992; Fisher and Becker, 2000; Koerner et al., 2004; Copley and McKenzie, 2007]. All these facts underline the importance of microseismicity for studying detailed 3-D crustal structure.

A novel concept for extracting crustal structure from high-frequency waveforms of local earthquakes is applied to determine depth and topography of crustal discontinuities. The depth of discontinuities is modeled using...
several independent tools provided by refraction and reflections seismics combined with the earthquake source analysis. We use ray tracing [Červený, 2001] for calculating travel times of converted and/or reflected phases, analysis of focal mechanisms, and radiation patterns for converted/reflected phases, full waveform modeling using the discrete wave number method for comparing synthetic full wavefields with observed data.

Figure 1. (a) Topography of the west part of the Bohemian Massif. Seismic stations of the KTB 2000 injection experiments are marked by violet triangles; epicenters of induced seismicity in the main hole marked by red star. WEBNET seismic stations are marked by blue triangles; epicenters of 2008 swarm marked by red dots. (b) Seismic reflection/refraction profiles (red lines) and superposition of the main tectonic units in West Bohemia. MLF, Mariánské Lázně Fault; FL, Franconian Lineament; CB, Cheb Basin; and ZEV, Zone of Erbendorf-Vohenstrauss.
alignment of traces and their stacking for amplifying studied phases, and a grid search method for the inversion.

The presented method is numerically tested on synthetic data. The applicability of the method is demonstrated on two microseismic data sets of different origin: (i) induced microseismic events of the Continental Super-Deep Drilling Project (KTB) 2000 fluid injection experiment and (ii) natural swarm seismicity in the West Bohemia region. Apart from different origin, both data sets come from regions with similar tectonic evolution, since they are situated at the western margin of the Bohemian Massif, a large Variscan complex terrain in central Europe (Figure 1).

2. Method of Detection of Shallow Discontinuities From High-Frequency Waveforms of Microearthquakes

2.1. Microseismic Data

Microseismic data represent seismic waves generated by weak local earthquakes. The number of microearthquakes is usually large and their hypocenters are clustered in space and time. The waveforms are of high frequency and very responsive to local crustal heterogeneities. The waveforms typically display distinct direct $P$ and $S$ waves followed by coda waves. The reflected PPP and converted $SP$ and $PS$ waves secondarily generated at subsurface layers represent the most pronounced coda phases (Figure 2). These phases can serve for detecting discontinuities within the crust and for determining their depth. If the microseismicity is monitored by a dense network of sensitive seismic stations with a good azimuthal distribution, it is possible to retrieve a detailed crustal structure and to map lateral variations and topography of crustal discontinuities.

Figure 2. Schematic sketch showing the origin of the converted $SP$ and $PS$ phases and the reflected $PPP$ phases at shallow crustal discontinuities.
Figure 4. Example of the vertical component high-frequency velocity waveforms recorded at station 282 of the KTB 2000 network (filtered by 10–40 Hz and hypocentral distance 7.1–7.7 km) and station SKC of the WEBNET network (filtered by 2.5–30 Hz and hypocentral distance 11.2–13.1 km). Data presented in multitrace/seismic section view (each trace represents an individual event recorded at one common station plotted according to the increasing hypocentral distance) with the P wave alignment at 1 s. Note the converted SP phases generated at a shallow subsurface structure.

Figure 5. Prevailing focal mechanism dominant in the 2008 West Bohemian swarm with marked fault plane and projections of two seismic stations. (a) Amplitude of direct P waves projected on the P focal sphere. (b) Amplitude of converted SP waves projected on the SP focal sphere. Focal spheres are amplitude normalized from blue (minimum) to red (maximum). (bottom row) Schematic sketches showing the rays for the direct P wave and for the converted SP wave. Angle \( \alpha \) is the takeoff angle (i.e., the deviation of a ray from the vertical axis); angle \( i \) is the takeoff angle for the critical SP wave; and for \( \alpha > i \) no SP rays (marked by dashed line) can be detected at the surface (due to \( V_p > V_s \)). 1 = near station and 2 = distant station. Note the changes in the position of respective stations on the P and SP focal spheres. The P focal sphere is not symmetric with respect to the nodal lines because the corresponding moment tensor is not pure double couple but partly consists of negative isotropic and compensated linear vector dipole components.
In our analysis, we mainly focus on the SP converted waves generated at shallow crustal interfaces above seismically active hypocentral zones at depths between 2 and 6 km. At these depths, the SP phases are well-pronounced and reasonably separated from the P wave coda. In addition, we analyze the PPP reflections from local uppermost structure (Figure 2). The PPP phases mostly represent reflections from the top of unweathered crystalline rocks or bottom of a sedimentary layer with depths of 200–500 m. Since such phases are prominent in vertical sections, we concentrate on processing of the vertical component recordings. Figure 3 shows two examples of high-frequency waveforms recorded at a single station displaying a prominent SP phase.

2.2. Data Processing

The extraction of reflected and converted phases generated within the crust is performed in several steps following approach developed by Hrubcová et al. [2013] for analysis of the crust/mantle structure. First, we apply the direct P wave cross correlation. This enables to detect the exact P wave onsets and to align the waveforms according to their P wave arrivals (Figure 4). The traces are then ordered with increasing hypocentral distance. The alignment and ordering of traces enhances the coherence of the converted/reflected phases in seismic sections and helps with their identification. Finally, the theoretical traveltimes calculated by ray tracing are associated with the converted/reflected phases. To eliminate the effects of near-surface heterogeneities below stations, the traveltimes of converted/reflected phases are calculated relative to their direct P phase arrivals.

2.3. Radiation Pattern Analysis

Amplitudes of reflected and converted waves generated by a crustal interface depend primarily on the incidence angle of the wave impinging the interface and on its velocity contrast. However, the amplitudes are also significantly affected by focal mechanism of the earthquake and by source-receiver geometry. Thus,
missing a significant converted/reflected wave can indicate either absence of an interface in the crust or an unfavorable source-receiver geometry producing low- or zero-amplitude scattered waves. This phenomenon is specific for microseismic data and is missing in processing of other data. For example, the active seismic sources radiate more or less uniformly; and the teleseismic earthquakes produce similar waveforms at stations deployed at a small target area. Thus, analysis of local microseismicity needs special attention compared to standard structure studies. Attention must be paid to focal mechanisms of microearthquakes and their radiation patterns. The stations selected for processing and interpretation must be in directions in which potentially high amplitude converted/reflected phases are expected. A similar approach has been applied by Hrubcová et al. [2013] who studied topography of the Moho discontinuity using microseismic data.

Plotting the radiation pattern of the reflections/conversions on focal sphere for a given mechanism is a useful tool in selection of stations suitable for processing in microseismic studies. Figure 5 shows an example of the distribution of the vertical amplitudes of the direct \( P \) wave (Figure 5a) and of the \( SP \) conversion (Figure 5b) projected on the focal sphere. The ray directions and amplitudes are calculated using ray theory. The assumed velocity model is isotropic with an interface at a depth of 5 km. The interface has a rather strong velocity contrast of 0.9 \( \text{km s}^{-1} \). The \( P \) and \( SP \) focal spheres are plotted together with two nodal planes defining the focal mechanism. The figure indicates that the amplitudes of the direct as well as converted waves significantly vary over the focal sphere. As expected, the direct \( P \) wave is zero or negligible close to the nodal lines. The radiation pattern of the \( SP \) wave is more complicated. First, the zero \( SP \) amplitude does not follow the nodal lines. Second, the \( SP \) radiation pattern is defined for a limited interval of ray inclinations. The upper value of the ray inclination from the vertical axis is defined by the ray for which the \( S \) wave outgoing from

---

**Figure 7.** Synthetic sections with amplitudes of total vector (in absolute values) calculated for two mechanisms characteristic for the analyzed seismicity in West Bohemia. Numerical modeling with the discrete wave number method [Bouchon, 1981] is illustrated for 12 events at variable depths at WEBNET stations KVC and SKC. Events are plotted with increasing hypocentral distance and \( P \) wave aligned at 1 s. Note a strong amplitude of the \( SP \) conversions compared to the \( PS \) phases which affirms the interpretation of vertical recordings.

---
Figure 8. Tests of sensitivity of the waveform shape to focal mechanisms. The vertical component waveforms are calculated for strike, dip, and rake varied within ± 10° from the mean mechanism. The SP focal sphere (amplitude normalized from blue to red) calculated for the average mechanism (green lines). The velocity model and the depth are the same for all events. (a) Stable shape of waveforms for stations far from the nodal lines. Note the same amplitude of the SP phases for all events. (b) Unstable (varying) shape of waveforms for stations close to the nodal lines. Note variations in the amplitude ratio between the P and SP phases with the amplitudes sometimes higher for the P and sometimes for the SP phases. Green lines, green open circles and plus signs in the focal spheres mark the nodal lines and P and T axes of the mean focal mechanism. Events are plotted with increasing hypocentral distance and P wave aligned at 1 s.
the source is converted to the $P$ wave propagating along the interface (in a simplified case of two layers this critical angle $i$ is given according to Snell's law by $\sin i = \frac{V_s}{V_p}$). Suitable stations for processing of the $SP$ phase must lie in the red color area in Figure 5b. Obviously, the position of this area on the focal sphere depends on the focal mechanism. So, as demonstrated in Figure 6 (top row), a station suitable for processing for one specific focal mechanism can be quite unsuitable for another focal mechanism.

### 2.4. Modeling of Synthetic Waveforms

The sensitivity of the converted/reflected waves to focal mechanisms can be well demonstrated on synthetic seismograms. Figure 6 (bottom row) shows the synthetic waveforms for the West Bohemian setting calculated by the discrete wave number approach [Bouchon, 1981]. To simulate observed data, we calculated synthetic waveforms for 12 events located at a depth range of 7.7–10.6 km. The focal mechanisms correspond to two basic types of the mechanisms observed in seismicity in this area [Vavryčuk, 2011b]. We apply real source/receiver geometry as in the WEBNET layout. Synthetic tests are performed for a simple structure with a shallow interface at 0.2 km and a pronounced discontinuity at a depth of 5 km to detect the $SP$ and $PS$ conversions at individual stations as well as the $PPP$ reflections from the uppermost structure.

Figure 6 illustrates the essential influence of focal mechanisms on the waveforms and amplitudes of the $SP$ converted waves. Since the station has a different position on the focal spheres of each mechanism with respect to the nodal lines, the amplitudes of direct $P$ or $S$ waves and the $SP$ waves also differ. While the $SP$ wave is clearly visible in seismograms of events with the focal mechanism of the first type (Figure 6, bottom left), this wave is missing for events with the focal mechanism of the second type (Figure 6, bottom right). Thus, we have to be
careful particularly when only indistinctive conversion phases are detected. We have to differentiate two cases: (i) a weak conversion indicating either a missing strong-contrast interface or (ii) indicating just unfavorable radiation pattern of focal mechanism. Thus, it is advantageous to group earthquakes according to their focal mechanisms and verify by waveform modeling and by calculating the SP focal spheres whether the stations are suitable for detecting the crustal interface or not.

Figure 6 documents the SP phase as the most pronounced phase at vertical seismic sections. In the case of the PS phase analysis, the resolution might be improved by calculating and displaying the total vector which also includes the horizontal components (see Figure 7).

2.5. Sensitivity Tests

To assess the sensitivity of waveforms to focal mechanisms we run several tests. First, we allow the focal mechanisms of the events of the same type not to be identical but slightly varying. We assume 10 events with similar focal mechanisms calculated by varying the strike, dip, and rake angles of the focal mechanism shown in Figure 6. The variation is random with a uniform distribution in the interval of ±10°. We calculate the waveforms for each event at each station and analyze the variability of the amplitude of the SP phase (Figure 8). For most of the stations, the results show stable amplitudes of the SP phase and a stable ratio of the amplitudes of the P and SP phases (Figure 8a). However, for some stations close to the nodal lines,
the amplitudes of the $P$ and $SP$ phases vary significantly. We observe waveforms with amplitudes higher for the $P$ wave, but also with amplitudes higher for the $SP$ phase (Figure 8b). The high sensitivity of amplitudes of the converted/reflected phases on focal mechanism explains the variability of waveforms shown in the multi-trace view (Figure 4). The effect of the waveform variability can be suppressed and partly overcome by processing of large clusters of carefully selected events and by stacking of many traces.

The waveforms of the earthquakes and the amplitudes of the $SP$ phase can be also influenced by a depth of the interface. For this reason, we vary the depth of the discontinuity when keeping the same focal mechanism and depth of the event and test the amplitude of the $SP$ phase. The calculated waveforms show that the arrival time of the $SP$ phase is sensitive to the discontinuity depth, but its amplitude for different depths remains stable. This observation encourages inverting for variations in depth (Figure 9).

### 2.6. PPP Reflections

Except for the frequently observed $SP$ and $PS$ phases converted at an interface with depth ranging from 2 to 6 km, the high-frequency waveforms sometimes display the $PPP$ phase reflected from an uppermost discontinuity beneath the station. This phase behaves differently than the $PS$ and $SP$ phases. First, it arrives at a given station with the same time delay after the $P$ wave for all events irrespective of their depths. Second, since the uppermost shallow structure is strongly laterally variable, the observations of the $PPP$ phase are less consistent than those of the $SP$ phase when analyzing different stations in the area. Nevertheless, when detected, it can be processed in the same way as the $SP$ phase.

An example of the $PPP$ phase is presented in Figure 10. This figure illustrates the data for station PLED of the WEBNET network. According to the analysis of the radiation pattern for this station, the $SP$ phase is almost invisible in the waveforms. However, the data show a prominent $PPP$ phase in vertical sections. Its arrival time is about 300 ms after the $P$ wave. A misinterpretation of the $PPP$ phase with a converted $PS$ phase is avoided by plotting the particle motion (Figure 11). The nearly vertical polarization of this wave indicates a triple $P$ wave reflection rather than a converted $P$ to $S$ wave. This is confirmed by numerical modeling which reveals favorable geometry for this station with a strong $PPP$ phase in synthetic waveforms. Taking into account that

**Figure 12.** Inversion of data from two stations illustrating lateral variations of the discontinuity. (Bottom row) Vertical recordings at stations 347 and 409 of the KTB 2000 network with the $SP$ conversions. (Top row) The inversions indicating a velocity discontinuity at depths of 3.4 km and 1.9 km, respectively. The stacks in the inversion are amplitude normalized from blue (minimum) to red (maximum). Events are plotted with increasing hypocentral distance and $P$ wave aligned at 1 s.
the P wave velocity inferred from shallow tomography is in the range of 3.4–4 km s\(^{-1}\) in the uppermost layer [e.g., Halpaap et al., 2015], the time delay of 300 ms between the P and PPP phases indicates a depth of discontinuity of 500–600 m. Similarly, the SSS phase arriving after the S phase can be detected and interpreted, though its resolution is lower due to the longer and more complex coda of the S wave.

2.7. Stacking and Inversion

The inversion for depth of an interface from converted/reflected waves is performed in the following steps. First, the stations suitable for processing are selected using the focal mechanisms analysis. Second, the vertical components of the SP and/or PPP phases at these stations are aligned according to their theoretical arrival times. The arrival times are calculated using two-point ray tracing in a 1-D velocity model. Third, the aligned SP and/or PPP phases are stacked and their total amplitude is calculated. If the velocity model is correct, the aligned waves are in phase, their summation is constructive and the stacked amplitude is high. If not, their summation is destructive and the stacked amplitude is low. Fourth, the velocity model is varied in order to find the highest amplitude of the stack. Specifically, two parameters are searched in a grid: (i) a velocity above the interface and (ii) a depth of the interface. The depths and velocities of the other layers in the velocity model remain fixed. The optimum values of the searched parameters are identified with those which produce the highest amplitude of the stack. The data are processed separately for individual stations in order to evaluate lateral variations of the interface depths (Figure 12).

The importance of stacking waveforms from foci at different depths is documented in Figure 13. This figure shows seismic section for the HOPD station of the WEBNET network where the SP and PS phases are zoomed and magnified. Since the amplitude of the SP phase is low, the PS phase is dominant even in the vertical component. The inversion of a single waveform could result in a misinterpretation of the PS phase and thus in false discontinuity depth. However, when processing a cluster of events with foci at varying depth, the SP and PS phases

![Figure 13. Complex pattern of the SP and PS phases documenting the importance of the inversion of stacks of events with foci at different depths. The SP focal sphere for depth of foci in West Bohemia with the position of station HOPD (black triangle). Vertical component synthetic waveforms for events with foci at different depths for station HOPD with the SP and PS phases. Events are plotted with increasing hypocentral distance and P wave aligned at 1 s. Note higher amplitude of the PS phase compared to the SP phase in the vertical records.](image-url)
are well distinguished by their arrival times and the stacks of the SP phase differ from those of the PS phase. The phase misinterpretation is removed and the inversion is more reliable. However, if both PS and SP phases are well visible and separated in time (Figure 13), they can be used for a joint inversion for the discontinuity depth.

2.8. Concluding Remarks

Microseismicity is an ideal source of information of local shallow structure. The reflected and converted phases present in the high-frequency waveforms of microearthquakes can serve for identification of discontinuities and determination of their depth within the crust. In our study, we focused on processing of the SP and PPP phases. These phases are well-pronounced and reasonably separated from the other P coda waves so that their interpretation is reliable. Strong dependence of microseismic waveforms on the radiation pattern requires good station coverage of the target area and knowledge of focal mechanisms of the studied microearthquakes. Analysis of real observations must be supported by calculating synthetic waveforms and plotting the radiation patterns of the converted/reflected waves on the focal sphere. The robustness of the inversion for depth of the crustal interfaces is achieved by stacking of a large number of waveforms using a grid search algorithm.

To show basic principles ruling the data and to document data processing and interpretation, we adopt a simple 1-D isotropic velocity model with a few horizontal interfaces. The depth of the interface is retrieved by processing recordings at each station separately. The lateral variations and topography of the studied interface are obtained by interpolating the resultant depths over the whole target area. However, the applicability of this approach is broader not being limited to strictly horizontal structures. For example, the depth of the interface can be retrieved with ray tracing and modeling of synthetic waveforms directly in more complicated structures, e.g., in models with inclined planar or smoothly curved interfaces. In this case, stacking of waveforms is not applied to individual stations but to the whole network.

Another possibility is to perform data processing and interpretation jointly for more phases converted/reflected from the same interface. The processing can be confined to vertical components of the SP/PS conversions and PPP reflections if phases are well visible and separated in time. It can also be combined with PS conversions detected on horizontal components. However, in this case, the horizontal recordings must be rotated according to their radiation patterns and source-receiver geometry (as in Hrubcová et al. [2013]). Another option is to perform the analysis of the total vector which also includes horizontal components. Such approaches increase the stability of retrieved results and enhance the robustness of the inversion.

3. Application to Induced Microseismicity of the KTB 2000 Fluid Injection Experiment

3.1. KTB Drill Site and Tectonic Settings

The Continental Super-Deep Drilling Project (KTB) located in southeast Germany was performed during the period of 1987–1994. Two boreholes were drilled at 200 m distance: the pilot hole reaching a depth of 4 km and the main hole penetrating down to 9.1 km [Emmermann and Lauterjung, 1997]. Geologically, the KTB is situated at the westernmost part of the Bohemian Massif, just at the contact of the Saxothuringian and the Moldanubian zones (Figure 1). It is close to the Franconian Line, the major thrust-fault zone in the region trending NW-SE. The location of the KTB site was chosen in the Zone of Erbendorf-Vohenstrauss (ZEV), a distinct gneiss-metabasic complex zone that had been tectonically emplaced over the boundary of the Bohemian Massif along the Franconian Line [O’Brien et al., 1997]. Structurally, the ZEV is distinguished from the Saxothuringian and Moldanubian units by its NW striking structures, which are older than the Upper Carboniferous NE trending structures of the other units [Wagner et al., 1997].

3.2. Previous Investigations

Reflection profiling was carried out at the KTB site prior to drilling. Apart from the wide-angle reflection DEKORP-4/KTB line [DEKORP Res. Group, 1988], two- and three-dimensional near-vertical reflection studies were preformed around the area and the seismic reflection profile KTB 8502 crossing the drill site [Harjes et al., 1997]. These studies gave an insight into the complex structure of strongly deformed inclined metabasics in the vicinity of the drill site determining the continuation of the Franconian Line to depth with the dip of 55° to the NE beneath the drill site. In 1994 and 2000, two fluid injection experiments were performed to study induced seismicity, fluid transport and rock-fluid interactions under crustal stress [Rothert et al., 2003; Bohnhoff et al., 2004].
3.3. KTB 2000 Fluid Injection Experiment

The KTB 2000 fluid injection experiment lasted for 60 days [Baisch et al., 2002]. The microseismicity was induced by injecting about 4000 m$^3$ of water. The pressure at the well head ranged from 20 to 30 MPa but the injection phases were interrupted by several sharp pressure decreases during the shut-in stages. The seismicity occurred at depth of the well head (depth of 9.1 km) but also in other depths due to the leaks of fluids in the borehole casing.

The induced seismicity was recorded by 40 three-component surface seismic stations and by one three-component downhole sensor operated in the pilot hole at a depth of 3.8 km. About 2800 induced microearthquakes were recorded at the downhole sensor; 237 of them were strong enough to be recorded at and located by the surface stations. The foci were spatially and temporally clustered [Baisch et al., 2002]. The focal mechanisms were computed for 23 events occurring at depth of 9 km and for 125 events at depth of 5 km [Bohnhoff et al., 2004].

3.4. Analyzed Data

Microseismic data of the KTB 2000 fluid injection experiment used in this study encompass high-frequency waveforms of 52 events induced at depths of 5.1–5.7 km with local magnitude $M_L < 1.1$. We process data recorded by 39 surface three-component stations covering densely the area and with the epicentral distance up to 16 km (Figure 1). The surface stations were equipped with acquisition system PDAS-100 and three-component sensors Mark L4-3C [Vavryčuk et al., 2008]. The sampling rate was 200 Hz. The velocity records are processed by filtering with a band-pass Butterworth filter extracting frequencies between 10 and 40 Hz enhancing signal-to-noise ratio and eliminating low- and high-frequency noise. Extraction of 52 events with the best signal-to-noise ratio results in processing of about 5000 waveforms.
In our study, we select events with accurately retrieved moment tensors. The fault plane solutions show strike slips with weak normal or reverse components. The $P$ and $T$ axes are well clustered having their mean azimuth between $N320°–340°E$ and $N230°–250°E$, respectively. The principal stress axes determined from focal mechanisms were (azimuth/plunge): $\sigma_1 = 335°/15°$, $\sigma_2 = 110°/70°$, and $\sigma_3 = 240°/15°$; the shape ratio was estimated to be 0.55. The azimuth and plunge were determined with an error of about $10°$ [Vavryčuk et al., 2008]. The orientation of the stress axes coincides well with the stress measurements at the KTB site [Brudy et al., 1997] and with the overall tectonic stress in Western Europe.

### 3.5. Data Processing

The $P$ and $SP$ arrival times is calculated by ray tracing in a homogeneous isotropic velocity model, the same that was used for calculation of event locations [Baich et al., 2002]. The use of such a model is justified because the focal sphere shows good and quite uniform ray coverage, suppressing interferences induced by local inhomogeneities and anisotropy.

The detected $SP$ phases are stacked and inverted for the depth of the interface at individual stations. The grid search as a simple and robust method is used for the inversion. We search for two parameters: the interface depth and the $V_p$ velocity in the layer above this interface. The depth grid step is 0.250 km and the velocity grid step is 0.01 km s$^{-1}$. The effects of near-surface heterogeneities below stations are eliminated by calculation of the converted phases relative to their direct $P$ phase arrivals. The stacking is
done over an interval of 100 ms (representing about 500 m for the velocity of 5 km s$^{-1}$) so that with the depth grid of 250 m the overlap of the integral stacking vs depth resolution is 1:2. The grid search inversion is done successively for all stations; lateral variations of the interface are traced by the interpolation of the detected interface depths at individual stations.

The inversion of the SP phase is demonstrated at station 282 of the KTB 2000 network (Figure 14). The inversion result is displayed along with the data to show how the maximum of the stack corresponds to the well-marked energy of the SP phase in the seismograms. Interestingly, the amplitude of the SP phase is notably higher compared to the P phase. The strong SP conversions are confirmed by modeling of synthetic waveforms and by plotting the SP focal sphere. The retrieved depth of the interface is 2.3 km.

Lateral variations of the interface are visible in Figure 12, where data and inversions are presented for stations 347 and 409 with the interface depth of 3.4 km and 1.9 km, respectively. In such a way, processing of the data from all stations can retrieve topography of the interfaces.

Note that stations at the north (e.g., stations 282 or 409) exhibit very strong SP phases (Figure 14). The amplitude of the converted SP phase is sometimes even higher than that of the direct P and S waves. Obviously, this observation looks anomalous and must be checked and tested for phase misinterpretation. For example, we have to rule out whether the phase is not confused with reflections from steeply inclined structures. For this reason, we additionally processed events located at the bottom of the KTB borehole at a depth of 9 km. Based on consistent results obtained from inversions of events located at quite different depth levels, we confirmed our interpretation and excluded the possibility the phase to be reflected from a steeply inclined interface (Figure 15). This result is also confirmed by particle motion analysis (Figure 16). In addition, to keep the time difference between this phase and the P phase, critical/overcritical reflections from steeply inclined structures would require a relative velocity contrast of more than 3 km s$^{-1}$ which is unrealistic at these depths.

Figure 17. (a) KTB 2000 stations with interpreted SP conversions at depths of 2.25–4.0 km. (b) Schematic sketch documenting a complicated geological structure near the Franconian Line [after Harjes et al., 1997] with depths of the SP interface. The KTB 8502 reflection and S01 refraction lines indicated. The triangles denote stations with the detected SP phase; the circles mark the position of the respective interface. FL, Franconian Line; ZEV, Zone Zone of Erbendorf-Vohenstrauss.
3.6. Results

The inversion of the SP phase results in the discontinuity at a depth range of 2.3–4.1 km (Figure 17). This interface is the shallowest in the north reaching the depths of 2.1 km and deepens toward the S and SE to 3.5 km and 4.1 km. This finding corresponds with the results along the S01 refraction profile [Grad et al., 2008], which detected a high-velocity body in the upper crust at the contact with the Franconian Line with the velocity contrast of 5.7 to 6.5 km s⁻¹ at a depth of 2.5–3.5 km.

Such an interface reflects complicated geological structure in the area. The NW-SE trending Franconian Line as the westernmost margin of the Bohemian Massif delimits a distinct gneiss-metabasic complex ZEV (Zone of Erbendorf-Vohenstrauss) tectonically emplaced over the other units [O’Brien et al., 1997]. The ZEV is characterized by dominant NW-SE trending structures and comprises association of metasediments intruded by gabbros, interbedded by lavas and tuffs in an active continental margin or continental rift setting. These structures were also reached by the KTB drill hole showing alternation of inclined gneiss and metabasic sequences [Hirschmann et al., 1997].

Apart from the KTB drilling, inclined structures were also detected by conventional reflection seismic profiling [Hirschmann and Lapp, 1995]. Prominent SE2 reflector located along the KTB 8S02 reflection profile at a depth of 3240–4000 m was interpreted as a part of the post-Variscan brittle fault zone of the Franconian Line [Harjes et al., 1997]. For this reason, we also tested a possible misinterpretation of the studied phases for critical/overcritical reflections from steeply inclined structures. However, the analysis excluded this possibility and confirmed the presence of a strong SP convertor (see Figures 15 and 16) not related to the Franconian Line.

Figure 18. Illustration of the sensitivity of waveforms to the radiation pattern and source-receiver geometry. Data are vertical recordings of all analyzed events at the stations SKC and LAC in West Bohemia. The strong SP conversions in records of station SKC and the missing SP phases in records of station LAC are reproduced in synthetics. Note the agreement of synthetics and data with the position of stations on the SP focal sphere. Events are plotted with increasing hypocentral distance and P wave aligned at 1 s.
In terms of the geological interpretation of the SP conversion interface, the Franconian Line bounds the ZEV unit in the west, while in the north and northeast, it is confined by the intrusions of granites of the Hercynian age (see Figure 17b). Thus, the SP interface may represent a strong velocity contrast of the granitoids with much faster metabasites underneath. Such interpretation is consistent with the results of 3-D gravity mapping [Emmermann and Lauterjung, 1997], where they attributed the gravity highs near the KTB site to metabasites of the ZEV, and the pronounced gravity lows they interpreted as related to the granites in the NE. The gravity interpretation is in agreement with presence of the SP interface especially in places with the granitic rocks outcropping at the surface. In other places, more to the south and west, the SP conversions are less pronounced and may represent a contact of individual layers within the ZEV unit with different geophysical properties (e.g., metasediments intruded by gabbros or interbedded by lavas and tuffs).

4. Application to Natural Microseismicity in the West Bohemia Swarm Area
4.1. Geological and Tectonic Settings

The West Bohemian region is noted for enhanced geodynamic activity expressed by repeated occurrence of intraplate earthquake swarms, fluid degassing, and Tertiary and Quaternary volcanism. The area (Figure 1) is situated at the contact of three Variscan tectonic units: the Saxothuringian, the Teplá-Barrandian, and the Moldanubian [Babuška et al., 2007]. The major faults in the area are represented by the Mariánské Lázně fault with NNW-SSE strike and a fault system with N-S trend [Bankwitz et al., 2003]. The seismicity is relatively shallow with hypocenters located mostly between 5 and 15 km and with local magnitude up to 4 [Fischer et al., 2010, 2014]. The seismic activity is monitored by local seismic stations of the West Bohemian Network (WEBNET) with a uniform and dense station coverage and high-quality recordings.
4.2. Previous Investigations

Velocity structure in West Bohemia was a target of several active and passive seismic experiments in the past (Figure 1). Active seismic studies comprised reflection and refraction profiling as MVE-90 [Behr et al., 1994], 9HR [Tomek et al., 1997], CEL09 profile of CELEBRATION 2000 experiment [Hrubcová et al., 2005], or S01 refraction profile of the SUDETES 2003 experiment [Grad et al., 2008]. They targeted the crustal structure including depth of the Moho discontinuity. Passive seismic experiments used temporal and permanent seismic stations and the receiver function method to detect major crustal and upper mantle discontinuities [Wilde-Piórko et al., 2005; Heuer et al., 2006; Geissler et al., 2005]. Discrepancies in the results from active seismic studies and passive teleseismic experiments were investigated by Hrubcová and Geissler [2009].

4.3. The West Bohemia 2008 Earthquake Swarm

The 2008 swarm in West Bohemia lasted about one month. During its course, about 25,000 microearthquakes occurred with magnitude above $\mu$ 0.5 and the largest one reached the magnitude of 3.7 [Fischer et al., 2010; Bouchaala et al., 2013; Vavryčuk et al., 2013]. The events were recorded at 22 three-component WEBNET seismic stations with the epicentral distance up to 25 km (Figure 1). The data set consists of a large number of events located in a small focal zone at depths between 7.6 and 11.7 km. The earthquakes showed basically two types of focal mechanisms and pointed to activating two differently oriented faults [Vavryčuk, 2011b]. The majority of the events were located along almost N-S striking fault (strike 169°); the fault plane solutions showed oblique left-lateral strike slips. A small portion of events were located along the fault with the strike of 304°; and the fault plane solutions showed oblique right-lateral strike slips. Both faults are symmetrically oriented with respect to the maximum compression in the region with an azimuth of 146° [Vavryčuk, 2011a].

4.4. Analyzed Data

We processed waveforms of 170 selected events of the West Bohemia swarm 2008. The ray traces and theoretical ray arrival times are computed for the 1-D isotropic velocity model [Málek et al., 2005] used for the event locations. Though some previous studies indicate anisotropic behavior of the West Bohemian Massif [e.g., Vavryčuk, 1993; Růžek et al., 2003; Vavryčuk et al., 2004], the application of the 1-D isotropic
The velocity model is justified by the fact that anisotropy is rather weak and highly laterally varying [Vavryčuk and Boušková, 2008], so the overall isotropic velocity model valid for the whole area seems to be a reasonable approximation.

Distinct dependence of amplitudes of shallow converted/reflected phases on focal mechanisms, radiation pattern, and source/receiver geometry is confirmed by synthetic tests. Such tests reveal preferential azimuths suitable for interpretation of data and agree well with observations. As an example, Figure 18 shows seismic sections with vertical velocity recordings of all investigated earthquakes at two WEBNET stations, SKC and LAC. Strong SP conversions at station SKC and missing energy from the SP phases at station LAC are in agreement with the synthetic seismograms (pronounced-amplitude SP phase for station SKC compared to weak-amplitude SP phase for station LAC) and with the position of both stations on the SP focal sphere. Similarly, this approach performed well for other stations.

The detected SP phases are stacked and inverted for depth of the interface at individual stations. The grid search algorithm works with two parameters: the interface depth (grid step 0.250 km) and the \( V_p \) velocity in the layer above this interface (grid step 0.05 km s\(^{-1}\)). The effects of near-surface heterogeneities below stations are eliminated by calculation of the converted phases relative to their direct \( P \) phase arrivals. The stacking is done in an interval of 100 ms (representing about 500 m for the velocity of 5 km s\(^{-1}\)) so that with the depth grid of 250 m the overlap of the integral stacking versus depth resolution is 1:2. The grid search inversion is done successively for all stations; lateral variations of the interface are traced by the interpolation of the detected interface depths at individual stations.

Figure 19 shows data and results of the inversion for station HRC of the WEBNET network. Strong SP conversions are confirmed by the synthetics and correspond to a depth of the interface at 3.5 km. This result also agrees with the SP radiation pattern on the focal sphere calculated for this station. The amplitude of the SP phase for station HRC is comparable with the \( P \) wave, though the waveforms vary with depths of events. Similarly as for station HRC, depth of the SP conversion interface is retrieved for other stations.

4.5. Results

Analyzing the SP conversions at recordings of stations covering the whole area we can map the topography of the SP conversion crustal interface. The observations indicate that the depth of the interface varies in a range of 3.5–6.0 km (Figure 20). The lateral variation of the depth displays the deepest part in the NE direction (stations KRC and SNED). The shallowest depths are detected for stations close to the epicenters (stations HRED, HRC, KVC, and KOPD) and also for station BUBD in the north. Such a pattern is not surprising, since the area has a complicated geological structure with the triple junction as the contact of three structural tectonic units (the Saxothuringian, Moldanubian, and Teplá-Barrandian). Local geology is characterized by granitoid pluton (Smrčiny) in the SW and the crystalline metamorphosed phyllites and micaschists of the Saxothuringian (the Svatava unit) in the NE. These rocks underwent complicated geological evolution at the continental margin of tectonic plates during Paleozoic, so that they were folded and thrusted over each other. The interface from SP conversions probably reflects a contact of granitoids and crystalline rocks underneath. The deepest part may represent the contact of these two units along the fault buried under the Cheb Basin filled with the Tertiary sediments.

A discontinuity with a similar inclination and depth was detected by Mullick et al. [2015] who reprocessed the deep seismic reflection profile 9HR intersecting the area [Tomek et al., 1997]. Their high-resolution seismic imaging obtained by applying the Kirchhoff prestack depth migration revealed two prominent inclined reflectors as bright
spots (crustal reflectors A and B in the 9HR reflection profile). Their depth of 4–6 km and place correspond to the interface detected from the SP conversions of microseismic sources intersected by the 9HR profile (Figure 21).

Similar discontinuity was detected further to the northwest in Vogtland area, where Bleibinhaus et al. [2003] reprocessed a part of the normal incidence reflection profile MVE (distance of 180–310 km) with amplitude preserving 3-D prestack depth migration. They indicated crustal reflectors at depths of 4–6 km. A complicated geological structure reflects also the S01 refraction profile [Grad et al., 2008] slightly more to the south with the second high-velocity body in the upper crust. Its velocity contrast is 5.7–6.5 km s⁻¹ at depths of 3.5 km which agrees with the detected conversion interface. In a similar way, a double difference tomography from local microearthquake data in West Bohemia shows anomalies in the $V_p/V_s$ ratio at depths of about 5 km [Alexandrakis et al., 2014] and it may also correspond to the detected interface. Such a discontinuity might be a barrier for seismicity in the focal zone discussed by Fischer et al. [2014] and can trap numerous CO₂-rich emanations of fluids ascending from the mantle and shape the local fluid pathways.

5. Conclusions

The structure studies based on microseismic data are specific in several aspects. The waveforms of microearthquakes are of high frequency and complicated. They contain many phases secondarily generated at crustal interfaces and at small-scale inhomogeneities. The waveforms of microearthquakes are highly sensitive to focal mechanisms and thus very different for each station of a local network. At isolated stations, the reflected/converted phase was interpreted by Sanford et al. [1973] who identified sharp midcrustal discontinuity from phases after the S waves or Nisii et al. [2004] who applied moveout and stack of reflected seismic phases to highlight the fit. However, none of such studies considered specific characteristics of local earthquakes with their radiation patterns and thus a systematic analysis was missing. Novel approach in processing and interpretation of scattered waves presented in this study deals with a large number of stations azimuthally distributed around clustered hypocenters of microearthquakes. The waveform analysis of such layout results in the identification of prominent crustal discontinuities and enables the determination of their depths and topography.

Analyzing scattered waves between P and S waves radiated from microsources, we focused on processing of the SP and PPP phases well visible on vertical records. These phases are well-pronounced and reasonably separated from other P wave coda phases though they need further analyses. We show that strong dependence of microseismic waveforms on the radiation pattern requires good station coverage of the target area and knowledge of focal mechanisms of the microearthquakes. Analysis of real observations must be supported by waveform modeling and by analysis of the radiation patterns of the scattered waves. The robustness of the inversion for depth of the crustal interfaces is achieved by stacking of a large number of waveforms and inverting with a grid search algorithm.

We processed two microseismic datasets of different origin: (i) induced seismicity associated with fluid injections and (ii) natural swarm seismicity. In both cases, the analysis was successful and provided interesting results with tectonic implications. Analyzing the seismicity induced at the KTB site during the fluid injection experiment in 2000, we detected a prominent interface at depths of 2.3–4.1 km, consistent with previous interpretations. Geologically, it may represent the contact of granitoids with much faster metabasites underneath. A detailed mapping of this interface can contribute to understanding the tectonic evolution during the Paleozoic at the westernmost rim of the Bohemian Massif. The high-frequency conversions in waveforms of microearthquakes of the 2008 West Bohemia swarm indicate a strong-contrast interface at depths of 3.5–6.5 km. This interface is probably related to presence of a layer above the focal zone in agreement with the results of previous profiling. The detected interface might be a barrier for shallower seismicity and a trap for emanations of fluids ascending from the mantle.
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